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NATIONALSECURITY ACTIONMEMORANDUMNO.

TO: The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense By
The Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT: R,eview of the problem of as surance against any
missile crisis in Cuba

The President has requested that a careful study be made of all
aspects of the problem of maintaining adequate assurance against
an attempted reintroduction of offensive mis siles into Cuba.
He requests that this study be undertaken by representatives of
the Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, and the Director of
Central Intelligence, with the State Department representative
as chairman.

This inquiry should assess such questions as (1) the probability
and prospect of a renewed Soviet attempt to introduce missiles,___ . , .__ .. ..~ . ·_······q· •·•. _•. o._ •.. __..,,_ .._. ,__ ._

(2) the different levels of as surance which might be achieved by
various means of obtaining information, (3} the possibility that an
increase or decrease in tension with Cuba might change the urgency
of the problem or the availability of various means of information, •
(4) the various kinds of risk which various means of assurance
involve, and (5) prospective changes in the "state of the art,j of
different methods of surveillance:·· --_ ..._-_ .

I
·1,

. It is expected that this group will work closely with the United States
.Intelligence Board, with government agencies involved in research
and de~elopment, and with those responsible for policy planning.
It is requested also that the chairman of the group maintain liaison
with my office, through Mr. Peter Jessup and with me directly,
as he thinks appropriate.

It is not expected that this review group should reach final recom-
mendations, but rather that it should examine all aspects of this
question and prepare.a report showing as clearly as possible the
various c~:)Urs~f>_,·Vrlti-l··thei;;·'pre-mises.and consequences, which may
be available to the U. s. in theiutU~e. --···M'fer··-apreliininary survey
the chairman and I will agree on a completion date for this study.

h1 r.f~"'V (\~
McGeorge Bundy
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